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Present law allows a full refundable tax credit against state corporate income and franchise tax liabilities for local ad valorem
taxes paid on inventory property if the tax paid is less than $10,000. For local tax paid over $10,000, the available tax credit
is allowed to fully offset state tax liability, but any credit available in excess of state liability is limited to a 75% refund with
the 25% balance available as a five-year carry-forward against future state tax liabilities.

Proposed law allows 75% of available credit amount in excess of tax liability to be refunded for tax payers whose ad valorem 
tax paid was between $10,000 and $500,000. For taxpayers with ad valorem tax over $500,000, none of the excess credit 
amount will be refundable, and all of it will be subject to a five-year carry-forward against future state tax liabilities.

Applicable to claims made on returns filed on or after July 1, 2016, regardless of the tax year to which the return relates.

The bill’s changes will entail changes to tax processing systems that the Department estimates amount to approximately
$60,000 of staff time. In addition, this change will add to the calculations necessary to figure the utilization of this credit.
Along with previous changes the Department expects considerable time and effort involved with taxpayer inquiries and aid in
compliance and enforcement. These administrative costs, while implicit in nature, result in the supplanting or delay in other
activities/functions of the agency.

The Department of Revenue queried all individual and corporate returns received in FY14. No individual returns claimed the
credit over $500,000, and only 105 corporate returns did so. These returns claimed $204 million of credit, with $64 million
offsetting liabilities and $139 million in excess of tax. Of this excess, the refundable portion of the first $500,000 of credit
totaled $31.8 million while the portion that would be carried forward, and reflects the effective state revenue gain under this
bill, was $107.7 million. However, a material portion of this revenue gain has already been captured as a result of Act 133 of
2015, which established the current law split of 75% refunding of excess credit and 25% carry-forward of excess credit for all
taxpayers with more than $10,000 of ad valorem tax paid on inventories. Applying Act 133 provisions to the FY14 returns for
these particular taxpayers generated about $35 million of carry-forward, generating an additional $73 million of revenue
beyond that generated by Act 133. A further reduction of $23 million is made reflecting the effects of Act 23 of 2016 ES1 
(discussed below), leaving $50 million of estimated revenue gain associated with this bill.

An additional consideration should be noted as to the effects of Act 23 of 2016 ES1. That bill changed the prioritization order
of credit utilization (other than the inventory credit). At the time, the Department had limited capability to calculate the
effect of such a re-prioritization, and with the still largely refundable inventory credit left to a sixth priority, Act 23 was
presumed to have little effect. Since then the Department has been able to develop some calculating capability of credit re-
prioritization and estimates that Act 23 increases net revenue with respect to the inventory credit by some $23 million. That 
effect is backed out of the estimated revenue gain above although some of that gain should be attributable to Act 23 rather
than this bill, but has not been incorporated into state revenue forecasts. 
          Finally, caution should be taken as to the reliability of these incremental estimates and their addition to the base
forecast for corporate receipts. Significant changes have been made to corporate taxation since the 2015 session, and first
year return filings reflecting those changes has not been completed. The reliability of incremental estimates is highly
questionable, and the overall corporate tax base and receipts have been exceedingly weak. In addition, this bill applies its
changes to all returns filed on and after July 1, 2016, regardless of the tax year to which the return applies. This should work
to generate more immediate revenue, but until the 2015 session was highly unusual applicability of corporate tax law
change. These estimates are made with a very low degree of confidence.
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